
Benefits of  
Natural Stone

Natural Paving USA’s calibrated 
hardscape products present home 
owners with the ultimate in durability 
and beauty with:

>  A vast choice of ethically sourced, 
luxury paving options.

>  Pre cut and packaged packs of 
natural stone that are calibrated to 
ease handling and installation.

>  A choice of installation techniques 
including set in mortar; thin-set or 
sand set.

>  Long lasting and low maintenance 
solution.

Such credentials make natural stone 
the natural choice over concrete and 
irregular stone paving alternatives.

Benefits of  
Natural Stone 
over native  
stone PromenadeTM

HarvestTM

HarvestTM

IvoryTM



Benefits of Natural Stone over native stone

Natural Paving’s stone is Calibrated, 
pre cut and packaged providing key 
benefits to all:

The Dealer:
>  Neat and sturdy packs of product look 

more attractive in stone yards.
>  Enables more efficient yard stacking 

and minimizes product breakages.
>  Cost effective transport costs.

The Installer:
>  Negates the need and time required to cut 

down irregular shaped native stone.
>  Saves time and cost to prepare, as no 

cutting of the irregular shapes are required.
>  Saves time and cost to install, as calibrated 

stone is easier to lay than uncalibrated 
and the project packs come with logical 
patterns to follow.

>  Choice of installation techniques including 
set in mortar, thin set or sand set.

>  Easier to budget when costing a project.
>  Easier to lift due to consistent weight of flags.
>  Uniform 24mm nominal thickness while still 

remaining highly durable.

The Customer:
>  Cheaper labor costs are often passed 

on giving more competitive pricing.
>  Total installation time is much quicker, 

therefore reducing inconvenience to  
the customer.

>  Regular shaped squares and recs 
provide a more contemporary look 
and feel to the paved area.

Native irregular stone from Oklahoma

Random irregular shapes that have to be hand 
collected and cut into shape onsite

Natural Paving’s contemporary shaped  
Harvest sandstone project pack

Pre cut into squares and recs and neatly 
packaged into crates

Calibrated 
stone is easier 
to handle and 
quicker to install 

Calibrated - 24mm with a +-3mm tolerance

Between 
25mm & 40mm 

thickness

24mm*
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